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PAINTING TITANIC FORCE 

Velázquez Palace in the Retiro de Madrid, by Juan Navarro Baldeweg 

To enter and fall surrendered before the swing and the window, before the stopped 

movement and the sublimated light, starring that whitest space of the Velázquez Palace 

in the Retiro of Madrid, was all one.  

Because time is suspended in that work that Juan Navarro Baldeweg made tomorrow, 

so eternal. 

In my memory the mysterious swing in the Sala Vinçon when Juan Navarro Baldeweg 

exhibited this work for the first time, forever. "I consider the 1976 installation at Sala 

Vinçon, in Barcelona, as a key moment in my work". 

I must confess that Juan Navarro Baldeweg is the Spanish architect who interests me 

the most, the one who questions me the most in this creative work that is architecture. 

The invoice of the painting has always been a guarantee of quality for the best architects. 

Like that of Poetry or Sculpture. Bernini and Le Corbusier knew it well. And Juan Navarro 

Baldeweg is a great architect and a great painter, a resounding creator. 

I was lucky to have JNB as a professor of Projects in my first year at the School of 

Architecture in Madrid. As an assistant to Alejandro de la Sota. I still remember the day 

he stopped me in a corridor and said: "Your father is a surgeon, right?" and added "it 

shows". That, so terse, added to the affection with which Sota always treated me, gave 

me a point of rigor in my vanity that I believe I preserve and try to increase, like a surgeon, 

with the precision of a surgeon. 

Because JNB's architecture and painting are like that, precise and incisive like a 

surgeon's scalpel. 

I learned from JNB one day the pedagogical comparison he made of the architectural 

artifact as if it were a musical instrument. In the same way that air passing through the 

musical instrument produces the miracle of music, light does the same for architecture. 

Whenever I bring it up I always quote JNB to whom we owe this clear image. 

And now here, presiding over this Pintura Fuerza with which Armando Montesinos gives 

us in the Palacio de Velázquez del Retiro, the pictorial work of JNB. 

I have pushed my students and my friends to go these days to the Prado Museum to be 

enraptured by El Expolio del Greco for which there are almost no words. The great red 

stain that preludes everything that will come later in Painting, Rothko included, and a 

face capable of making us dive into the light of divine eyes.  

Tomorrow, in my class, I will push them to go to the Palacio de Velázquez del Retiro to 

be enraptured by this almost impossible collection of Contemporary Spanish Painting. 

Because with Juan Navarro Baldeweg there are other very masterful masters. Alfonso 
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Albacete, my friend, who is pure light and color treated with the tempo with which honey 

spills over the edge of the jar, as well described Mandelstam in his beautiful text. Others 

would say Mediterranean calm. There the stroller marking the land would say sublimated 

by time. 

And Miguel Angel Campano and Manolo Quejido and Ferrán García Sevilla. All of them 

magnificent, all of them first-rate, so much power gathered together, such a strong force! 

Painting as an essay on painting itself, writes Armando. What Velázquez and Rembrandt 

did. What I try with my own architecture: to make an essay, a reflection on architecture 

itself. 


